KP 501.8. Making over the certain section of the oil pipeline (fixing the deformation, identified through “intelligent pigging”). January 14, 2007.
KP 501.8. Making over the certain section of the oil pipeline (fixing the deformation, identified through “intelligent pigging”). January 14, 2007.
KP 458.3. Making over the certain section of the oil pipeline (fixing the deformation, identified through “intelligent pigging”). Technical recultivation is already done here, but it will be needed again after finishing of the problem fixing. October 24, 2007.
KP 456.4. Making over the certain section of the oil pipeline (fixing the deformation, identified through "intelligent pigging"). Again, technical recultivation is already done here. October 24, 2007.
KP 455.9. Making over the certain section of the oil pipeline (fixing the deformation, identified through “intelligent pigging”). October 24, 2007.